Frequently Asked Questions on School Nominations Direct Admission Scheme (SNDAS)

(a) Are local students pursuing non-local secondary curricula, such as the International Baccalaureate (IB) or the General Certificate of Education (GCE) Advanced Level, eligible for nomination under SNDAS?

No. Only local students pursuing the local secondary curriculum and taking the Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education (HKDSE) Examination will be eligible for nomination under SNDAS.

(b) Will the nominations be processed if student nominees failed to include their chosen SNDAS-participating programme as one of their 20 JUPAS programme choices?

No. It is a prerequisite for student nominees to apply for admission to universities through the Joint University Programmes Admissions System (JUPAS) in parallel and include their chosen SNDAS-participating programme as one of their 20 JUPAS programme choices.

Participating universities may also require student nominees to include their chosen SNDAS-participating programme as one of their JUPAS Band A programme choices. School principals, teachers and students are advised to study the specific admission requirements for each SNDAS-participating programme carefully.

(c) Can students apply for SNDAS without being nominated by school principals?

No. Students must be nominated by their school principals to participate in SNDAS.

(d) Are there any restrictions on the nominations to be made by school principals under SNDAS?

Each local secondary school has a quota of two nominations for nominating students with exceptional talents and interests in specific disciplines / areas to participate in SNDAS. Each student nominee can apply for admission to one
designated University Grants Committee (UGC)-funded undergraduate programme.

(e) How will SNDAS applications be assessed?

The universities have drawn up the specific admission requirements under SNDAS for each participating programme (click [here](#)). The universities will arrange interviews for ALL students nominated for SNDAS to assess the suitability of the nominees for specific programmes. Written / practical tests may also be arranged by the universities for further assessment.

(f) While the universities will make firm offers to successful SNDAS student nominees in June 2022, can these nominees decide on whether to accept the offers after the release of the HKDSE Examination results?

No. Successful nominees must decide whether to accept the offer **before** the release of the HKDSE Examination results. Once accepted, the **firm offer is binding** and the nominees **WILL NOT** be considered / accepted by other programmes regardless of their HKDSE Examination results. Their JUPAS applications will automatically be removed from the JUPAS application system.

(g) For SNDAS student nominees who have rejected the firm offers, are they allowed to re-accept the offers after the release of HKDSE Examination result?

No. Nominees must decide whether to accept the firm offers before the release of the HKDSE Examination results. The rejected SNDAS offers cannot be re-accepted.

Students who have rejected the firm offers will be considered as unsuccessful nominees, their JUPAS applications will continue to be processed. If they choose to apply for the same programme through JUPAS, the universities will consider their JUPAS applications after the release of the HKDSE results.
(h) What are the differences between SNDAS and the School Principal’s Nominations Scheme (SPNS) under JUPAS?

The major differences between SNDAS and SPNS under JUPAS are tabulated below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>SNDAS</th>
<th>SPNS under JUPAS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Programmes Applied for</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Three</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realm of Achievements</td>
<td>Academic and non-academic</td>
<td>Non-academic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| General Entrance Requirement for University Admissions | Not applicable  
(Admissions are not subject to HKDSE Examination results. Each participating undergraduate programme has its own admission requirements.) | Applicable                     |
| Admission Interview                 | Required                                   | Not mandatory                 |
| Firm Offer                          | Applicable  
(Firm offers to be made before the release of HKDSE Examination results.) | Not applicable  
(Individual candidates may be given conditional offers or bonus points.) |
| Application Route                   | In Parallel with JUPAS                    | JUPAS                         |